The learning classifier system: an evolutionary computation approach to knowledge discovery in epidemiologic surveillance.
The learning classifier system (LCS) integrates a rule-based system with reinforcement learning and genetic algorithm-based rule discovery. This investigation reports on the design, implementation, and evaluation of EpiCS, a LCS adapted for knowledge discovery in epidemiologic surveillance. Using data from a large, national child automobile passenger protection program, EpiCS was compared with C4. 5 and logistic regression to evaluate its ability to induce rules from data that could be used to classify cases and to derive estimates of outcome risk, respectively. The rules induced by EpiCS were less parsimonious than those induced by C4.5, but were potentially more useful to investigators in hypothesis generation. Classification performance of C4.5 was superior to that of EpiCS (P<0.05). However, risk estimates derived by EpiCS were significantly more accurate than those derived by logistic regression (P<0.05).